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ABSTRACT

Product filters are commonly used by e-commerce websites to refine search re-
sults based on attribute values such as price, brand, size, etc. However, existing
filter recommendation approaches typically generate filters independently of the
user’s search query or browsing history. This can lead to suboptimal recommen-
dations that do not account for what the user has already viewed or selected in
their current browsing session. In this paper, we propose a session-aware product
filter recommendation framework that leverages user’s past actions to provide fil-
ter recommendations. An offline evaluation demonstrates that our model achieved
significant improvement over non-contextual baseline models.

1 INTRODUCTION

Searching and browsing on e-commerce websites can result in many irrelevant product suggestions
being displayed due to vague searches. Search filters help screen out irrelevant results and navigate
users to their desired products. An appropriate ranking of product filters is required since it is
impossible to show the exhaustive list of product filters. Traditional methods such as maintaining
a curated list for each query could not scale to all search traffic, and the result sets change with
time and so do the product features Vandic et al. (2017). Another type of method leverage the
inherent structure between product attribute and product category Vandic et al. (2013; 2017), and
they first map a query to a category and then use the category-attribute map as the ranking for
product filters. Recently, Ligaj Pradhan & Sin-garayar (2023) proposes a two-stage framework for
ranking product filters, where it adopts search-term-level ranking after obtaining the category-to-
attribute mappings. However, those methods don’t account for users’ actions in the search and
are suboptimal. Intuitively, customers may already reveal their focus on the product attributes in
their past searches and actions. In this paper, we proposed a general framework to leverage those
information and build a product filter ranking model.

2 METHODOLOGY

We formulate the problem of session-aware product filter ranking as follows: given a session consists
of queries q1, ..., qn, user applied filters f1, ..., fn, user clicked products p1, ..., pn and customer
current query q, output a list of top-k filters f̂=f̂1, ..., f̂k

Our general framework consists of three components: 1) data retrieval stage: retrieve relevant data
from the session data; 2) candidate generation stage: extract filters from relevant data and current
query; 3) candidate ranking stage: rank the extracted filters.
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2.1 DATA RETRIEVAL

Not all the session data are relevant to the current query, and including irrelevant session data could
confuse the model and hurt its performance. The data retrieval stage will select the relevant session
data and use them for candidate generation. Note that we could re-organize the session data in a
query-centric way, where we attribute each clicked product and applied filter to a search query using
their timestamps. For example, we know one customer first searched for query qi, then applied filters
fi, and then clicked on products pi. We could group qi, fi, pi together and represent this group using
qi. Then the data retrieval problem becomes finding the relevant group to the current query q. In this
paper, we adopted a BERT-based Devlin et al. (2018) query-to-category model to map each query
to a category, and we deem those group whose qi has the same category as q as the relevant session
data. A detailed example could be found in Appendix.

2.2 CANDIDATE GENERATION

For all the relevant queries, we adopted a BERT-based Devlin et al. (2018) name-entity-recognition
(NER) model as described in Zhang et al. (2021) to extract terms that can be mapped to product
filters. Those extracted filters are added to the candidate filter pool. Another candidate filter source
is past-clicked products of the relevant data. Those products’ attribute values are also added to the
candidate filter pool. Additionally, applied filters from relevant data groups also serve as candidate
filters. Lastly, we also adopt the non-contextual filter ranking algorithm similar to Vandic et al.
(2013; 2017); Ligaj Pradhan & Sin-garayar (2023), where we map the current query q to a category
and leverage a curated product filter list for each category as the source for candidates.

2.3 CANDIDATE RANKING

We trained a simple Gradient-Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) model Friedman (2001); Ke et al.
(2017) to rank the candidate filters. We designed the following features: 1) time gap: the times-
tamp difference between each candidate filter and the current query 2) is from filters: whether the
candidate is from past applied filters 3) is from queries: whether the candidate is extracted from
past queries using NER model 4) is from products: whether the candidate is extracted from past
clicked products 5) non contextual score: if the candidate is provided by the non-contextual model,
then we use the curated score as the feature value, otherwise the feature value is 0. We adopted a
pair-wise ranking loss Cao et al. (2007) that maximizes the margin between the model score of the
filter applied right after the current query and the model score of a random candidate filter.

3 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We evaluated the proposed framework using an e-commerce search dataset. We used recall@10 as
the evaluation metric, and we reported the relevant improvement over the non-contextual model in
Table 1. We could observe that both models have improvements over the non-contextual model, and
the model with relevant data retrieval has more improvement. It’s interesting to observe that even
the model without relevant data retrieval still outperforms the non-contextual model. We have two
possible reasons: 1) ranking model already takes the timestamp of candidate into account, if one
candidate is from an irrelevant data group, it’s likely to happen a long time ago and the model would
demote this candidate in the ranking; 2) ranking model knows the non contextual score, and if one
candidate is from an irrelevant data group, it’s likely to have 0 non contextual score and the model
would demote it in the ranking stage.

Table 1: Experiment Results

Model Relevant Improvement

Our Model w/o Data Retrieval +1.82%
Our Model +2.41%
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A FUTURE WORKS

Our work provides a framework of ranking product filters leveraging the session data and achieved
improvement over non-contextual models. In the future, we plan to explore end-to-end method
that can directly take the whole session data as input, and output the filters ranking. Compared to
the current three-stage methods, we hope the end-to-end method would simplify the system and
minimizing the cascading errors.

B DATA RETRIEVAL EXAMPLE

For example, if one customer has the following session data {search query: nike shoes, applied
filters: size 10; search query: white nike shoes, applied filters: price under $50; search query: blue t-
shirt”, applied filters: size XL}, and the same customer searches for shoes for men. We would apply
the query-to-category model to map current query to category shoes. In the session data, nike shoes
and white nike shoes could also be mapped to shoes category, but blue t-shirt will be mapped to
shirts category. Therefore, the retrieved relevant session data are {search query: nike shoes, applied
filters: size 10; search query: white nike shoes, applied filters: price under $50}
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C DISCUSSION

The current three-stage method has the following limitations: models in different stages (category
mapping model, attribute extracted model, ranking model) are trained independently without global
optimization, which leads to errors compounding across stages. For example, a hard query-to-
category mapping may not accurately capture multi-category products, or ambiguous queries such
as harry potter could be both movie and books, which impacts downstream models. Dividing the
problem into separate stages also limits the ability to learn joint representations of queries, cate-
gories, and attributes. On the other hand, an end-to-end method can be trained with full data to
directly optimize the final ranking goal. The joint model can learn soft category and attribute repre-
sentations instead of discrete mappings, and it has the capacity to find complex interactions between
inputs (query, category, attributes) that may improve filter relevance prediction. End-to-end training
also allows error and signal propagation from the final ranking stage back to earlier encoding stages,
enabling more globally optimal feature learning.
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